Project: IMPROVING WATER GOVERNANCE
Case studies related to water distribution equity issues on canal commands; innovative
ways to address water related issues at community level; and resolution of community
conflicts in three selected districts of Punjab and Sindh Provinces.

1. Spiritual influence and bad governance work in tandem to deprive tail-end farmers of their
water entitlements in Rangpur, Muzaffargarh
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Situated at the Eastern banks of river Chenab, Rangpur locality is the Northern most point in
district Muzaffargarh. Rangpur Canal is named after this locality and despite being situated
around such water-rich environs, its irony that a vast majority of Rangpur’s small farmers are
continuously being deprived of their water entitlements. Even a bird’s eye view of this area’s
agricultural lands will suffice to testify that once fertile lands are becoming infertile apace due
to scarcity of water. Some farms, reportedly owned by influential persons of the area, are still
able to fetch adequate water.
From lethargically inept aptitude of local irrigation department to large landholders’
manipulations and from socially maneuvered spiritual influences to small farmers’ own disunity
and beliefs that safeguard interests of the powerful, many factors contribute to this irony,
which has never been brought to limelight by the local media in a manner that warrants action
and redressal. “Mainstream media consumers don’t buy water-related issues of small tail-end
farmers, therefore, we don’t sell them. Its as simple as that,” commented a notable local
journalist on condition of anonymity.
“Laws are there to safeguard small farmers’ water rights but practically we are living in a system
and society that believes in ‘might is right’. And might is with head’s big landholders, let there
be no doubt about it. Almost all of them are involved in water theft through illegal cuts in
minors and water courses. Government line departments and their officials are an apt example
of ‘look busy do nothing’,” said a visibly upset Johar Abbas, a firebrand representative of
around 20 small tail-end farmers gathered to talk to Indus Consortium team on a hot and
humid June afternoon at 2-R/3/L distributory of Rangpur canal.
Water courses all round were seen breeched on many a locations. That was the reason behind
Johar’s unease. Other farmers were angrier than the articulated Johar. They equivocally blamed
Syed family for water theft. “In connivance with field officials of the irrigation department,
powerful Syed family illegally uses almost all water of this watercourse and nothing is left for
us, the small farmers at the tail-end, to irrigate our farms. Syeds’ own some 7,500 acres of
agricultural land in the area; they are politically well-connected; and above all, they are the
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Peers (spiritual leaders) of most populace living in and around Rangpur,” Johar elaborated the
problem in detail.
Syeds, however, out rightly denied the allegations of water theft labeled against them. “I don’t
know who stoles water. All I can speculate is that big as well as small farmers on head of canal,
minor and watercourse can be involved in this crime and local officials of irrigation department
are their partners in crime. We ourselves are experiencing extreme shortage of water. You can
see there’s some water flowing in the water course, but when we will be sowing the rice crop,
there would be no water. So we resort to use groundwater, which does not suffice and we have
had to use 200 bags of gypsum in one acre. In the business of farming, it has become hard to
make both ends meet, clarified Syed Asghar Abbas. Accompanied by his cousin Syed Rajan
Shah, Asghar admitted that his extended family owns 7,500 acres of agricultural land in the
area spanning over three districts i.e. Muzaffargarh, Jhang and Khanewal.

Rangpur, Muzaffargarh: An illegal cut made on a watercourse. Beneficiary land is owned by the Syed family.
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Contrary to the common perception that government officials usually hide facts and paint a
rosy picture of their performance as well as situation on the ground, we found out that if
probed methodically, many a senior officers of irrigation department are open and honest even
in their on-the-record statements. Mr. Rasheed Baig, S.D.O Irrigation of Muzaffargarh
Subdivision, said that basically its pretty much a provincial problem rather than being a local
one. “Punjab gets most of its water in the month of March when we do not need in abundance.
So honestly speaking, farmers are being forced by the system to tamper the system. Local part
of the problem is that, let me confess, in connivance with our field officials.”
Solutions are simple and everyone knows how to solve this problem but it requires political will
on behalf of the government. Share-list of water rotation should be prepared under section-68,
which is not happening at the moment. Cementing the water courses can also ensure water
availability to tail-end farmers according to their entitlements,” suggested Ghulam Ali, another
representative of area’s small tail-end farmers. When Ghulam Ali was asked why don’t they
lodge complaint or protest against Syed family’s acts of water theft, befuddled Ali responded
“after all they are our Peers and we’ve a lot of respect for them,” with many accompanying him
also nodding their heads in affirmation.

Rangpur, Muzaffargarh: Small tail-end farmers explain their plight to Indus Consortium team.
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2. Spirited resilience of small tail-end farmers’ community resulted in construction of a
new watercourse
A few kilometers away, another community of Rangpur’s small tail-end farmers was facing the
same fate a few years ago. Circumstances were almost identical with only difference being
Taraggarr family replacing Syeds as the oppressors as stated by representatives of water-users
at 4-L minor of Rangpur canal. Their plight began at the turn of the century when supply of
water for irrigation purposes through public tube wells discontinued and some 50 households
were forced by the authorities to irrigate their farms from a watercourse that lies four
kilometers away from their lands.
“Practically, we were disbanded from our rightful water entitlements as it was next to
impossible for us to irrigate our farms from a watercourse situated so far away,” Muhammad
Yousuf, firebrand leader of this community started narrating his ordeal. “For many years we
struggled to have our own outlet and watercourse. Our efforts bore fruit in 2008 when the
irrigation authorities accepted our demand and started construction of a new watercourse in
our locality right in between the farmlands of some 50 families. It was not acceptable to
Taraggarrs, the feudal family of our area owning thousands of acres of fertile land. First, they
demolished the partly constructed watercourse. Then they started filing fake cases against
vocal members of our community. Being resourceful, they were also able to create rift among
us and complainant of all fake cases against us was also a small tail-end farmer who pleaded
that construction of new watercourse will disturb the privacy of his household. For two
consecutive years, we were unable to sow a single crop,” Yousuf continued.
Remembering those hard times, a couple of elderly farmers literally started crying. “It was
famine-like situation for us. On one hand, we were facing extreme hunger and poverty and on
other local police was raiding our homes on the behest of powerful Taraggarrs,” recalled
octogenarian Ghulam Hussain with teary eyes. “Theeet their demand was to stop advocating
for construction of new watercourse. We couldn’t meet that demand as it was matter of
survival for us and future of our younger generations,” added another octogenarian Zia-ul-Haq.
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“Finally, deadlock broke when Rangpur police station’s then Station House Officer (S.H.O)
Liaqat Ali visited the area and decided to support the community of small tail-end farmers,”
Yousuf disclosed while the rest of the crowd started praying for long life and wellbeing of
Inspector Liaqat.
Unlike most officers of Punjab police, Liaqat is soft-spoken and highly educated (M.A./L.L.B). “I
myself belong to a family of small farmers, therefore, when I saw these fertile lands
uncultivated it really hurt me a lot. I thoroughly investigated all the case being filed by both
parties and found them fake and bogus. Then I shifted my attention to the core issue: the
construction of new watercourse. I believed that small farmers’ demand is a genuine one so I
took stand and met with then S.D.O Irrigation Riaz Hussain Almani. We had many meetings at
nearby canal rest house and decided to construct this watercourse. We faced stiff opposition
from politically influential landlords of the area but Almani and I personally stood at the site of
construction and quelled all opposition, sometimes using force of the law but most of the time
through negotiations.”

Rangpur, Muzaffargarh: A teary-eyed octogenarian narrates his ordeal due to scarcity of irrigation water.
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Apparent antagonists of this story, however, claim innocence or say they were merely used.
Complainant in fake cases Irshad Baloch stated that his house was not cemented before the
construction of this new watercourse. “I had fears that my muddy house will be demolished if
the watercourse is built right next to its walls. I, therefore, opposed its construction. As far as
the filing the cases with police are concerned, I just retaliated. They filed fake cases against me,
thus, I responded by filing against them. It’s a common tradition in this area. But now that’s
history. Now I admit that this watercourse is useful for us and I’m also a beneficiary of it,
though I still fear for my life as I made the mistake of becoming party in someone else’s feud,”
Irshad concluded.
Taraggarr family’s manager Ghulam Abbas, however, was cautious and diplomatic in his
statement. “That was not only the matter of constructing a new watercourse. Longstanding
land disputes were also involved in that feud. We were not party in that, in fact, we always
strive to resolve conflicts. We also tried to be arbitrator in that particular conflict, but
immediately halted our pacifying efforts when we realized that efforts are also being made to
make us a party. As far as the water-related issues are concerned, I think watercourses not
being cemented is the core of problem. You get them cemented, and the problem will be
solved,” Abbas continued while insisting that none of the Taraggarrs is available to meet IC
team due to a wedding ceremony in the family.
When asked to sum up about whom they would attribute their success to, Yousuf responded
without hesitation that we were able to achieve our goal through unity in our ranks, showing
resilience all the way and, of course, with the help of former SHO Liaqat. Currently appointed as
In charge of security branch, Liaqat was suspended soon after his helpful act for small farmers
and never been appointed S.H.O again anywhere in the district!

Muzaffargarh: Inspector Ali divulges in details of his role in construction of a new watercourse in Rangpur.
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3. At the provincial tail-end, farmers of Rajanpur receive just the leftover water

Further down the road, Rajanpur is the southernmost district of Punjab province. Water theft
coupled with poor water governance and poorer infrastructure has resulted in dried out
watercourses of Kausar distributory on Daajal canal in Rajanpur even during the peak season of
cotton sowing. Initially constructed cemented; now the Kausar distributory is in tatters due to
neglect in maintenance. If some water arrives in its watercourses, it is too little to irrigate a
farm. Water is in such scarcity that most tail-end farmers cannot irrigate all of their fields.
Inequality is not merely among the head and tail-end farmers, it’s also between the water users
of different distributories. Often this inequality is engineered one. For instance, tail-end of
Firdous distributory, another minor on Daajal canal, receives adequate water and none of its
tail-end users ever complain. It is so because a 20-feet slope has been created in order to
accelerate the flow of water in Firdous minor.
And the difference is telling between the properly irrigated land and the poorly watered one,
though lying side by side. It doesn’t require one to be a rocket scientist to know that the later
field will surely yield a poor crop both in terms of quality and quantity. Cotton being the cash
crop, its not only lose of the farmers, but also of the national economy.
Huzoor Bakhsh, a local farmer and activist in Jampur, is fast and furious. Fast in expressing
affection towards total strangers and furious with locally-influential water thieves and inept
concerned authorities. He says that scarcity of irrigation water has forced the small tail-end
farmers to do daily-wages labour in cities as near as Jampur and as far as Dubai in Gulf. “We are
the unfortunate lot to always face a lose-lose scenario. Most often than not water doesn’t
arrive, and it obviously is harmful for us. But when it arrives, during the floods, it becomes even
more hostile. The fast worsening situation has even compelled our kids to do child labour”,
Huzoor moaned.
Rajanpur’s XEN Irrigation Liaqat Ali said that basically problem lies in supply side. “Rajanpur
being the tail-end district of the province gets just the leftover water. Then there are cultural
subtexts that don’t consider water theft as a crime. Majority of WUA presidents are also
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involved in water theft. Presidents support their voters in all water-related crimes while try to
block the water entitlements of their opponents. Black sheep are everywhere in our society
with irrigation department being no exception. We conduct departmental inquiries against
officials found guilty of involvement in water theft. Even an overseer was jailed recently for
patronizing water theft. But, to be honest, angels are required for overall overhauling of the
system,” Liaqat commented quite frankly.
“Its not the government officials who stole farmers’ water. Farmer themselves do. But, yes,
some government officials are their partners in crime. Major culprits, however, are the farmers
whose land is situated on head. Irrigation department’s fault is that they continuously extend
the area covered by the canals and their distributories but they don’t increase the water
discharge at the head. My own arable land hasn’t been cultivated due to water not reaching the
tail-end,” exclaimed Muhammad Ramzan, local Patwari of the Revenue department.

Kausar minor, Rajanpur: Water theft in broad daylight.
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Muhammad Shafi, a retired serviceman and local farmer, believes that medium to big landlords
steal tail-end farmers’ water with the accomplices of relevant government officials and under
the patronage of big political personalities. “When we complain of water theft, the local police
would arrest the culprits only to release them overnight due to the influence of political
bigwigs. And often the complainant is arrested. At the most, water thieves are fined Rs. 100 or
200. Can this be called a punishment? Will this apathy and injustice would ever come to an
end? I don’t know. I’ve fought hard all my life. But now, 75, I just can’t take it anymore”,
concluded Shafi with melancholy dominant in his voice.
Ali Bakhsh Gorchani, 10, doesn’t really dislike going to school. Actually he liked the proposition
when presented. But he just wondered aloud that who’ll shepherd his father’s livestock if he
starts attending school. "My father owns some land too. But we can't cultivate that land as
there's no water to irrigate it. So now livestock is our only livelihood,’ explained the sharpwitted boy. When asked where is his father, young Gorchani counter questioned, “where else
he can be in this sweltering heat other than sleeping at heaven called home?”

Rajanpur: XEN Irrigation department gives official opinion on the situation of water scarcity in Daajal canal.
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4. WUA of Kausar minor turn to youthful spiritual influence for change in fortunes
Faiz Karim, owner of relatively large piece of agricultural land and progressive farmer of Mauza
Qambar, belongs to a locally-prominent family of spiritual healers. “I don’t think people have
elected me the President of Kausar distributory’s Water Users Association (WUA) because of
my family’s spiritual influence in the area. They’ve elected me because my land is also situated
at the tail-end. People have seen me doing progressive farming in this traditionally backward
area for many years before they elected me the President of WUA amid great expectations last
year in January”, Faiz enthusiastically explained. He told that more than 50% of his own arable
land cannot be cultivated because water scarcely reaches the tail-end. “And this is after some
50% of the water theft had been prevented due to my efforts in last year and a half”, he
divulged further.
Community and small tail-end farmers believe that Faiz has made a positive difference. “He has
actively monitored the situation in all watercourses of Kausar minor. On many occasions and on
many sites Faiz has stopped water theft. We can say that situation has got improved 30-35%
due to his interventions. Another side of his leadership is crating win-win situations in conflict
resolutions. Nobody has ever complained about his arbitrary decisions. Moreover, Faiz is
striving harder for cementing the mud-spattered watercourses. And, above all, he can take a
stand for the powerless in front of powerful. That’s why we will stick with his leadership in the
future too,” said Sher Baz, a member of Kausar minor’s WUA.

Qambar Shah, Rajanpur: Faiz Karim explains the impact of his actions as president of WUA Kausar minor.
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There are not many innovative approaches for resolution of water-related issues and conflicts.
But when it comes to fetching water more than one’s legal entitlement, farmers at head apply
numerous innovative approaches ranging from illegal widening of outlets to throwing L-shape &
U-shape pipes in the minor and from placing soil-filled bag in front of outlet to creating an
altogether new outlet right next to the legal one.
Faiz told that there are 48 outlets on Kausar minor and water was being stolen on almost all of
them a couple of years ago. His efforts have made 50% difference. But still water is being stolen
on at least 20 outlets. Most damaging way of stealing water is throwing U-shape pipe in the
minor. That fetches more water to one’s farm than a Peter engine can.
“Half of my own land is uncultivable due to scarcity of water. I have given 50 acres of my land
absolutely free for a period of four years in the hope that perhaps after four years it will
transform into a cultivable one. I have leased out another 50 acres for Rs. 6,000 per acre only. I
believe in the saying that if you think and do something for the good of others, good will
happen for you too,” Faiz added.

Mauza Qambar, Rajanpur: Small tail-end farmers express their satisfaction over Faiz Karim’s performance so far.
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Fayyaz Ahmad, a middle-aged small farmer in Basti Lashari, was of the opinion that we need
fresh and youthful leadership in every sphere of life, especially the politics. “Farmers at head
cannot steal water without the support of political bigwigs. We need total change in the
system,” Fayyaz chanted emphatically. When asked who is stopping him and the community at
large from electing honest and youthful leadership, Fayyaz this time grunted that we vote for
current lot of politicians out of fear. “If we won’t vote them, they register fake cases against us
ranging from livestock theft to robbery and murder. It’s a vicious cycle, to break which we need
a messiah,” he concluded.

5. South of the South at the receiving end of, well, nothing!
On the bases of geography, the planet Earth has two poles: North and South. And on the socioeconomic stratification, the world has usually been divided into two classes: North and South,
geographic North being well-fed and well-off; and geographic South being marginalized and
malnourished. North is considered privileged one while the South mostly consists of deprived
societies and economies.
Same rule of thumb can be effectively applied on Pakistan. Indus Consortium’s team visited
many communities of small tail-end farmers in South Punjab's Rajanpur and Muzaffargarh
districts. After having in-depth discussions with the tail-end farmers, visiting their farms, and
witnessing extreme scarcity of irrigation water, we felt that no other farmer community in
Pakistan would've been facing such hardships due to non-availability of irrigation water as the
folks are facing in these two districts.
Badin, the southernmost district of Pakistan, proved us wrong. So severe is the plight of tail-end
farmers in Badin that its literally hard to describe in words. A visitor from the prosperous North
of Pakistan, would have to believe that we, as a nation, are hiding the real poverty in our
remote and rural areas. More remote and rural the area, the more deprived and hapless its
people are.
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Lakhana Lund, Badin: Chahca (uncle) Suleman shows the 37-R watercourse, which runs right in between 82 acres of village’s
small farmers but they can’t use it water as per local irrigation department’s water entitlement arrangement.

Akram Wah (canal) was designed and planned to irrigate the agricultural lands of Hyderabad
and Badin districts. But in practice, its distributories and water courses are irrigating the lands
of the influential and landlords only. Badin's small tail-end farmers seldom receive any water.
Their once fertile lands are fast becoming saline and barren, resultantly. Per acre yields are
alarmingly decreasing by each passing season. So does diminishing the hopes of hardworking
but unfortunate farmers. They are paying a heavy price for being at the South of the South.
Deprivation is systematic. For instance, agricultural lands of Lakhana Lund’s small tail-end
farmers lie on both sides of watercourse# 37-R of Akram Wah’s Ali Wah minor. Their water
entitlements, however, are enlisted with 35-R situated at least two kilometers away. Meaning
thereby, practically they have been deprived of their water rights. “We beg to neighboring
farmers and sometimes they give us 25-30 minutes from their share of water. But most often
they refuse as they too receive little water. In good times, when water was available in
abundance, we used to yield 80-90 maund of rice per acre but now it has drastically decreased
to 30-35 maund per acre,” said chacha (uncle) Suleman, a representative of village’s small
farmers.
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He confided that after selling our livestock, we bought farms here at the rate of Rs. 30,000 per
acre. But now we cannot cultivate these farms due to non-availability of water. Landlords of the
area often offer us that they are ready to buy our farms. That is enough an evidence to prove
it’s the feudal of our area that are behind this artificially-designed water crises, hence, they
could buy our lands on very low prices.
Master Moosa, sole teacher of village’s open-air primary school, told that on our repeated
demands, irrigation department once agreed to widen 37-R’s outlet by a couple of inches. “But
under pressure of local landlord Ghani Qazi, they backed out terming it illegal. You may see
dozens of outlets along this Wah illegally widened by margins in between 6 to 10 inches. Its
how long arm of the law is long only for the powerless,” he lamented.
Total uncultivable land of Lakhana Lund is around 82 acres. That translates into sole livelihood,
or the lack of it in current situation, option for around a couple of dozen households. The
resilient villagers are resisting the temporary temptation of selling their farms cheaply and
migrate once again. But for how long they can resist, that remains to be seen as they are up
against a system, which has built-in features to suppress them time and again.

Nindo, Badin: Illegal widening of outlets is a common spectacle along watercourses of Ali minor.
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6. District-wide protests bring some respite and relief, albeit too little too late
Quite similar is the fate of small tail-end farmers having agricultural lands along other villages of
Ali wah minor of Akram canal. In the recent past, the World Bank funded for de-silting,
streamlining and cementing of Akram canal’s five minors namely Sher Wah, Ali Wah,
Kambharro, Banerro Weeraan and Padharr. Work has been amicably completed on all minors
except for the Ali Wah, which has 90 watercourses and, according to many small tail-end
farmers of the area, 100% of them need major repair work.
Its been six months that the small farmers of union council Abdullah Shah have seen any water
in their watercourses. And completely dried-out nature of watercourses in their area testifies
their grievance. After years of agony and misery, however, now they know how to get some
water from authorities no matter if its too little too late.

Abdullah Shah, Badin: Almost all watercourses in the area of union council Abdullah Shah were seen as dried out as this one.
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They have resorted to peaceful protests; district-wide each year during the sowing season. “Our
peaceful protests and sit-ins force the authorities to release some water in Ali wah. That usually
is far from being sufficient. But then something is better than nothing. Due to this nominal
release of water, we become able to cultivate around 25-30% of our total cultivable farmlands.
And that keeps our lifeline ticking,” said Noor Muhammad, a firebrand yet knowledgeable
representative of union council Abdullah Shah’s small tail-end farmers.
Mir Hassan, another small farmer of the area, was of the opinion that farmers on the heads of
minors and watercourses – irrespective of large, medium or small – have widened their outlets
from sanctioned three inches to agonizingly illegal eight inches. “Everybody knows this fact but
nobody cares. From local S.D.O of irrigation department to the session court to the Chief
Ombudsman Sindh, we have knocked every door from where we could have got some justice,
but, alas, to no avail. So we have left with no other option bar protesting on the roads,” Mir
Hassan justified their protests.
Local officials of the irrigation department seemed concerned about the seriousness of water
shortage situation in tail-end areas of Akram canal. But they also claimed their nearhelplessness in making any meaningful contribution towards improving the local water
governance system. “First and foremost, we are not satisfied with mechanism of Indus river
water’s distribution among provinces. We strongly feel that mechanism needs to be rectified in
favour of the rightful demands of the smaller provinces. Sindh does not have its representative
in Indus River System Authority (IRSA) since more than a year. That makes the matters worse,”
stated Abdul Ghani Lashari, water regulation’s control room in charge. Sub-divisional senior
clerk Meer Muhammad Solangi added that currently, we are facing 58% water shortage, which
always fluctuates between 40 to 80 percent.
“But then we cannot altogether ignore the factors like mismanagement and bad governance,”
Abdul Ghani continued in his philosophical vein of discussion. “Lest we not forget, water
shortage phenomenon is not very old in this area so we are still learning to cope with it. Before
year 2002 – when we started experiencing water shortage – water was available in such
abundance that farmers even did not know that which watercourse they have registered with
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and entitled to use water from. But situation has dramatically deteriorated in last decade or so.
Water shortage is probably the aspect we don’t have any control on. But water theft can be
controlled, but unfortunately, mostly due to the political influences, police and courts of law
don’t deal with water thieves the way they should have. Almost each irrigation sub-division
registers 10-12 FIRs annually but seldom have any of the culprits spent a night behind the bars,”
Abdul Ghani concluded.
During Indus Consortium team’s visit to a peaceful protest by tail-end farmers at Badin-Mithi
Road, it was pleasant to observe that elders stopped youngsters from chanting unethical
slogans against local authorities and politicians. And it was nice to see local media taking pains
to cover the protests. Travelers on the road, who were bothered temporarily by this road
blockade, also sympathized with the farmers when they came to know about their
predicament. It remains to be seen, however, that for how long tolerant and patient elders will
be able to control the emotions of their visibly furious younger generations.

Ali wah bridge on Badin-Mithi Road: Small tail-end farmers stage a sit-in for provision of water.
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